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a b s t r a c t
Sponsored search advertising (SSA) markets have witnessed soaring bid prices from advertisers, which have been considered to be a potential challenge to the long-term stability, proﬁtability and effectiveness of the SSA ecosystem. One approach to addressing this
challenge is identifying cooperative and stable bidding strategies for competing advertisers with the objective of reaching socially optimal outcomes in repeated SSA auctions. Although useful in analyzing advertisers’ bidding behavior in single auction sessions, static
game-theoretic analysis and simulation studies in the extant SSA literature offer only limited insights for characterizing the long-term evolutionary dynamics and stability of advertisers’ bidding behavior. In this paper, we address this problem by applying evolutionary
game theory and coevolutionary simulation. Our key ﬁnding is that a group of “nice” and
retaliatory (NR) strategies can promote stable cooperation among competing advertisers.
Advertisers using NR strategies will never deviate from cooperation ﬁrst (nice) and always
punish their rivals’ deviations using competitive bids (retaliatory). The NR strategies are
shown to be able to encourage advertisers to decrease their bids to obtain revenue that is
equal to that awarded under the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) auction mechanism and are
further shown to alleviate bid inﬂation effectively at the system level.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The last decade has witnessed the rapid growth of sponsored search advertising (SSA), which allows advertisers to
bid for their keyword-speciﬁc advertisements to appear alongside the organic results on search engine result pages
[1,18,19,29,39,42]. Compared with other online advertising formats, SSA has the advantages of reaching targeted audiences
for advertisers and eﬃciently monetizing search queries for search service providers. It has become a major form of online advertising, and in turn, a substantial revenue source for Web search engine companies. In 2014, SSA revenues in U.S.
markets totaled $24.8 billion, accounting for 50% of online advertising markets.1 Google, the dominant SSA service provider,
reported that more than 89% of its revenue in the fourth quarter of 2014 came from SSA.2
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The great success of SSA has attracted intense commercial interests. Millions of advertisers are now pouring their dollars
into search markets and competing for the scarce advertisement slots (typically only 8–10 slots are available on search
engine result pages). As a direct result of ﬁerce competition, an obvious trend of inﬂation in keyword prices has been
observed in recent years. The average bid price worldwide is expected to rise by 8% yearly; the bid prices for lower-cost
keywords are experiencing much faster increases (by as much as 500% each year).3 The bid price on U.S. AdWords text ads
increased an average of 40% across 9 major industry categories between the ﬁrst quarters of 2012 and 2014. The average
prices were also on the rise by an average of 18% in major categories on the Yahoo! Bing network; across the entire U.S.
search markets, statistics indicated that the keyword price in the third quarter of 2013 was up 5.9% year on year.4 More
than half of Google advertisers (56%) and agencies (62%) said that keywords have become more expensive.5
Among all alternative explanations (e.g., the increasing demands and market entrance of big-brand advertisers), we believe that the ﬁerce competition among advertisers can be considered as one of the major causes for bid inﬂation, which
has been intensively validated in traditional auction theory and empirical research [6,17]. In competitive SSA markets, advertisers tend to bid aggressively, driving up keyword bid prices. Practically, the soaring keyword bid price has been considered
as one of the potential threats to the overall stability, proﬁtability and effectiveness of the SSA ecosystem. Although in the
short term search engine companies might enjoy the proﬁts generated, bid inﬂation could do harm in the long run: advertisers must spend more on SSA with reduced advertising effectiveness, and the search marketplace could soon become
more expensive than other advertising channels.6 As a result, search engine companies may be at risk of losing their competitiveness and advertiser bases. There is thus a critical need for both advertisers and search engine companies to gain
a better understanding of the rationale and bidding dynamics underlying bid inﬂation. Equipped with such understanding,
advertisers can in turn formulate their bidding strategies and behavior to promote stable cooperation and curb bid inﬂation
in SSA markets. Research in this area, however, is almost nonexistent.
As a critical part of any effective remedial solution framework to tackle bid inﬂation, cooperative bidding strategies with
long-term stability must be studied. Such strategies can be used by advertisers to reciprocally decrease their bids while
improving their revenues. To identify these desirable strategies, evolutionary analysis of advertisers’ bidding behavior in
repeated games plays a central role. Evolutionary behavior analysis is an emerging research paradigm in agent-based computational economics. It relies on evolution-based methodology to analyze, design and evaluate diverse market mechanisms
and individual behavior [8,27]. The basic idea is to consider the market institutions under study as equilibrium outcomes
that have emerged from the long-term interactions of individual behavior and strategies. In evolutionary dynamics analysis,
advertisers are assumed to optimize their strategies through a trial-and-error-based learning process. All advertisers’ strategies that survive the evolution constitute an equilibrium that is dynamically stable against deviations. As such, evolutionary
dynamics analysis can identify a subset of evolutionarily stable equilibria from the Nash equilibrium (NE) continuum of SSA
auctions, and can help explain how advertisers evolve to and why they stabilize at these speciﬁc equilibria. In practice,
bidding strategies corresponding to an evolutionarily stable equilibrium are more likely to be used by rational advertisers.
The existing research, however, is focused primarily on analyzing the static equilibrium strategies of SSA auctions in single session settings with standard game theory, which fails to characterize evolutionary dynamics in repeated SSA auctions
and cannot be used to evaluate the long-term stability of the resulting equilibrium behavior. This motivates us to explore an
alternative analytical framework based on evolutionary game theory (EGT) and coevolutionary simulation with the goal of
ﬁlling in this research gap and investigating what kinds of bidding strategies can form stable cooperation among competing
advertisers. As a dynamic theory, EGT is particularly effective in characterizing evolutionary dynamics and the stability of
bidding behavior and strategies that evolve over time. Further, using coevolutionary simulation, we extend our analysis to
cover SSA auctions with incomplete information. Coevolutionary simulation has been widely used to complement complex
EGT-based analysis, and can simulate the repeated interactions of advertisers’ bidding strategies with a biologically inspired
coevolutionary algorithm. Through evolution-based search in advertisers’ joint strategy space, those equilibrium bidding
strategies with long-term stability can be identiﬁed adaptively by coevolutionary algorithm.
Our major contribution is presenting an effective remedial solution for bid inﬂation by proposing a set of “Nice and
Retaliatory (NR)” strategies for advertisers that can promote stable cooperation in competitive SSA markets. Using EGT-based
analysis and coevolutionary simulation, we found that a competitive SSA market where advertisers use only unconditional
strategies will lead to the worst kind of bid inﬂation, reaching the upper bound of Nash equilibrium bids. On the other
hand, contingent bidding strategies, which allow the adaptation of one advertiser’s bids based on rivals’ bids, can facilitate
cooperation, alleviating bid inﬂation. In our work, advertisers using the NR strategies will never deviate from cooperation
ﬁrst (nice), and always punish their rivals’ deviations using competitive bids (retaliatory). We prove that the NR strategies
possess the property of neutral evolutionary stability, which implies that once most advertisers adopt the NR strategies, the
SSA markets will stabilize at that state with only a small number of advertisers deviating to cooperative strategies and none
to competitive strategies. Advertisers using the NR strategies can decrease their bids to the lowest-price equilibrium and
obtain the socially optimal revenue equal to that under the Vickery-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the related literature.
Section 3 presents an evolutionary game-theoretic model of SSA auctions. In section 4, we analyze the evolutionary stability of advertisers’ cooperative and competitive bidding strategies and prove the neutral evolutionary stability of the NR
strategies. In Section 5, we further study the evolutionary dynamics of the NR strategies with co-evolutionary simulations.
Section 6 presents the study’s conclusions.
2. Literature review
This paper is related to two streams of literature. One stream deals with the game-theoretic analysis of advertisers’ bidding behavior in SSA auctions, and the other stream focuses on evolutionary mechanism design and behavioral simulation.
2.1. Game-Theoretic analysis of bidding behavior
We begin by reviewing the existing work on advertisers’ bidding behavior with the static game-theoretic analysis, which
lays the foundation for our EGT-based behavior analysis. Due to the non-cooperative nature of SSA auctions, the most general solution concept to advertisers’ bidding behavior is the NE, in which no advertiser has an incentive to unilaterally
change his/her bid. NE forms a continuum with an inﬁnite number of equilibrium points, however, which makes it diﬃcult to analyze advertisers’ bidding behavior and the auction outcome. As a result, several new solution concepts have been
proposed.
Using a static one-shot auction model with complete information, Varian [35] and Edelman et al. [12] investigated advertisers’ equilibrium bidding behavior in SSA auctions, and reduced the NE continuum to an eﬃcient subset called symmetric
Nash equilibrium (SNE), or equivalently, locally envy-free equilibrium (LEFE). In an SNE, advertisers with higher per-click
values are assigned to better advertisement slots. Although SNE has some desirable properties, it still contains an equilibrium continuum, where advertisers can adjust their bids slightly without changing their own revenues and positions. Due to
the “second-price scheme” of most SSA auctions, however, such bid adjustments may change the payoff of the next highest
advertiser, and thus make it possible for advertisers to cooperate or compete within the SNE continuum.
In order to further explore the SNE continuum, Edelman et al. [12] also designed a “Generalized English Auction” in
which advertisers’ bids will converge at a unique equilibrium point (denoted as GEAE). GEAE resides in the lower bound of
the SNE continuum, and advertisers can reach the GEAE by decreasing their bids cooperatively from an SNE. On the other
hand, if advertisers aggressively increase their bids, the ascending bid adjustments will converge at a stable equilibrium
point located in the upper bound of the SNE continuum (denoted as UBNE) [40,41]. The ascending bid adjustments among
competing advertisers reﬂect the bid inﬂation observed in competitive SSA markets.
Zhou and Lukose [44] studied a widely observed competitive behavior called vindictive bidding and proved that the NEs
may not exist in SSA auctions with more than two vindictive bidders. Liang and Qi [24] investigated the NEs resulting from
selective bidding strategies, which allow advertisers to bid cooperatively or vindictively. Zhang and Feng [43] empirically
found that under certain conditions, advertisers may engage in cyclical bid adjustments, resulting in bid cycles with priceescalating phases interrupted by price-collapsing phases.
Generally speaking, the above research efforts have two limitations. First, these models, especially the game-theoretic
models [12,35,40,41], focus mainly on unconditional bidding strategies for single-session auctions. In practice, however, most
advertisers play repeated SSA auction games and typically adapt their bids to their competitors’ bids from the previous periods. As such, the interdependence among advertisers’ bidding strategies that is of vital importance in repeated games is not
taken into consideration in these modeling efforts. Second, as discussed above, the static game-theoretic analysis as used in
these models cannot be used to study the dynamic stability of the resulting equilibria, and thus sheds little light on how
advertisers evolve to and stabilize at a speciﬁc equilibrium through dynamic strategy adjustments. These limitations directly
motivate this paper, in which we use the EGT and coevolutionary simulation framework and extend the existing research
[12,35,40,41] from the “static game-theoretic analysis of unconditional bidding strategies for single-session auctions” to the
“evolutionary dynamics and stability analysis of advertisers’ contingent bidding strategies for repeated SSA auctions.” In particular, in our previous work [40,41], we have analyzed advertisers’ competitive behavior and the resulting static equilibrium
solution in SSA using standard game theory, aiming at gaining a better understanding of advertisers’ competitive bidding
behavior and the resulting system-wide bid inﬂation. This paper takes our previous work a step further and seeks to answer
the question of “how to bid cooperatively in competitive SSA markets, so as to effectively alleviate bid inﬂation.”
2.2. Evolutionary mechanism design and behavioral simulation
In the literature, researchers typically use EGT as a theoretical analysis tool and coevolutionary algorithm as a computational simulation tool in analyzing trading behavior in markets. EGT is particularly effective for understanding the emergence
of cooperation among self-interested agents [5] and has been used successfully in analyzing auction mechanisms and behavior. For instance, researchers have intensively studied various auction mechanisms from the perspectives of simulation [23],
security [22], resource allocation [31] and task-asset allocation [26]. Using EGT-based analysis, Vytelingum et al. [36] discussed the evolutionary stability of different kinds of bidding behavior for trading agents in continuous double auctions.
Klos and van Ahee [21] investigated the high-level meta-game between the mechanism designer and game participates with
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replicator dynamics theory, using a multi-period auction setting as a case study; Shi et al. [34] examined the evolutionary
dynamics among competing markets, as well as the equilibrium behavior of traders’ market selection strategies.
Due to the inherent intractability of the related models, EGT cannot be directly used to analyze complex trading mechanisms and behavior. Alternatively, computation-intensive simulation with coevolutionary algorithms can effectively complement the EGT-based analytical framework in such cases, and has been applied in various kinds of auction contexts with
success. For instance, Cliff [11] has used coevolutionary algorithms to optimize parameter values for trading agents in online auctions. Phelps et al. [28] applied coevolutionary genetic programming to develop an auction pricing rule for double
auctions in a wholesale electricity marketplace.
In this paper, we will apply EGT ideas to study the evolutionary dynamics and stability of advertisers’ cooperative and
competitive bidding behavior and strategies evolving over time in the repeated SSA auction context, and use coevolutionary
simulation to extend our theoretical analyses and predictions for additional insights, for instance, to understand bidding
behavior in repeated SSA auctions with incomplete information.
3. Evolutionary modeling of SSA auctions
We begin our analysis by developing an evolutionary game-theoretic model of a typical SSA auction scenario, which
has been widely studied in the literature [12,35]. We consider an SSA auction with N advertisers competing for K slots on
a speciﬁc keyword, where N > K ≥ 2. The click-through rate (CTR) of the kth highest slot is denoted by xk . Following the
existing literature, we assume higher-placed slots have higher probabilities of being clicked, and thus x1 > x2 > · · · > xK > 0.
For notational simplicity, we deﬁne γkt = xt /xk , and add N − K dummy slots with zero CTRs (so that xk = 0 for k > K). Each
advertiser in slot k ∈ [1, N] assigns a click with a private value vk representing his/her maximum willingness to pay. Without
loss of generality, we assume v1 > v2 > · · · > vN > 0. The bids of all advertisers are denoted as a vector b = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bN }.
Notations and variable descriptions are provided in Table A.2 (see Appendix A).
The evolutionary model includes an individual-level game of SSA auctions and a population-level game of coevolutionary interactions among advertisers’ strategy populations. The individual-level game is an inﬁnitely repeated SSA auction,
in which advertisers know all other advertisers’ values, bids and CTRs for all slots. This complete information model is a
reasonable approximation of the real-world SSA markets since (a) most search engines and third-party service providers
are already providing various kinds of services to help calculate or predict these values; (b) it is relatively easy for skilled
advertisers to experiment on markets by slightly shifting their bids and submitting dummy search requests to test the rank
changes, so as to estimate the rivals’ information [12,35]; and (c) advertisers can learn each other’s information from the
long-term competition [13].
Once a query arrives, the search engine starts an auction session with the generalized second price (GSP) mechanism
to determine the ranking of sponsored advertisements [9]. It is worth noting that in the early stage of SSA markets, search
engines relied on the rank-by-bid scheme and ranked sponsored advertisements simply by bids. Currently, major SSA service
providers including Google and Yahoo! are using the rank-by-revenue rule, which arranges advertisements by the product of
advertisers’ bids and search-engine-assigned quality scores. It can be analytically proved that the rank-by-revenue scheme
can be equivalently converted to a rank-by-bid scheme. For the sake of simplicity and comparability with the previous work
[7,12,35], we use the rank-by-bid model, and our analyses remain largely the same for the rank-by-revenue model. The
payment rule of GSP auctions follows the second-price scheme: an advertiser in slot k shall pay bk+1 each time his/her
advertisement is clicked with the revenue realized as uk = (vk − bk+1 )xk , which is discounted by 0 < δ < 1in each period
t = 0, 1, 2 of the repeated auctions.
The population-level game of the evolutionary model consists of four key elements, namely advertisers’ populations
of strategy individuals, individual-level interactions, evolutionary operations, and the stable state [14]. First, there are N
coevolving populations denoted as Pop = {Pop1 , . . . , Popi , . . . , PopN }, where Popi is the strategy population of advertiser i and
consists of an inﬁnite number of strategy individuals, i ∈ [1, N]. Each strategy individual is “programmed” to play a kind of
feasible bidding strategy of an advertiser. Second, in each generation of coevolution, one strategy individual is randomly
selected from each advertiser’s population and matched together to play the individual-level game of repeated SSA auctions.
The advertiser revenue that results from these interactions can be translated into the “ﬁtness” value of a strategy individual.
Third, during the coevolution process, advertisers’ strategy populations and individuals learn to improve their behavior and
associated revenues over time through evolutionary operations: strategy individuals with higher ﬁtness values are more
likely to be selected to reproduce themselves, so that the best-response strategy to other advertisers’ strategies will gain
more prominence in the population. Also, each strategy individual has a small possibility of randomly mutating to other
strategy types. Fourth, the coevolving populations may reach a stable state with almost all the individuals in each population
playing the same strategies. These survival strategies are evolutionarily stable.
4. Evolutionary game-theoretic analysis of SSA bidding behavior
We proceed with our EGT-based analysis following the research design shown in Fig. 1. Based on the static equilibrium analysis from the existing work, we ﬁrst identify advertisers’ cooperative and competitive bidding behavior and deﬁne
benchmark strategies for advertisers’ cooperation and competition. These strategies are used to deﬁne contingent bidding
strategies and in turn constitute advertisers’ strategy space and populations. These populations are coevolving and we will
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Evolutionary game-theoretic analysis

Fig. 1. Research design of an EGT-based analysis of advertisers’ bidding behavior.

calculate the ﬁtness for each strategy individual so as to explore its evolutionary dynamics and stability when invaded by
mutated strategies. This way, we can determine the evolutionary advantage of each strategy type over the others, and identify stable strategies that can repel all invasions and survive in the long run.
4.1. Benchmark bidding strategies
We deﬁne benchmark bidding strategies through the static equilibrium analysis of single-session SSA auctions. The
benchmark strategies can be considered as “focal-point equilibrium” strategies that are most likely to be used by rational advertisers. In the literature, ﬁve equilibrium solution concepts have been proposed to reduce the NE continuum by
eliminating implausible equilibria and thus enhance model predictability [12,35,41]. These solution concepts are related to
each other as follows:

UBNE , GE AE SNE (= LE F E ) ⊆ NE

(1)

We focus on the SNE continuum denoted as SNE . Given ∀b = {b1 , . . . , bk , . . . , bN } ∈ SNE , an advertiser can adjust his/her
bid within bk ∈ [bLk , bUk ] without affecting his/her own revenue [35], where:









bLk = vk 1 − γkk−1 + bk+1 γkk−1 and bUk = vk−1 1 − γkk−1 + bk+1 γkk−1

(2)

This type of bid adjustment makes it possible for advertisers to either cooperate or compete with their rivals. In competitive SSA markets, advertisers typically prefer to submit their optimal bids to achieve two objectives, i.e., maximizing their
own revenues as well as the competitors’ payments [4,10]. In this paper, we assume that advertisers always seek to maximize their own revenue ﬁrst and then their competitors’ payments (in case of equal revenues). In order for advertisers to
maximize their own revenue, the best way is to decrease their bids to bLk and reach the GEAE with the socially optimal VCG
revenue realized. In SSA auctions with the “second-price” scheme, however, unilaterally decreasing bids cannot improve an
advertiser’s revenue. Rather, it only makes the advertiser immediately above him/her better off. Coordinating bid decreases
across the bidders thus cannot be implemented in competitive SSA markets.
On the other hand, when faced with two equilibria of equal revenues, an advertiser will be motivated to exploit the
second-price scheme in GSP auctions and aggressively bid bUk to maximize the payment of the advertiser immediately
above him/her, aiming at exhausting the rival’s budget and winning the next highest slot with lowered prices [33]. Even in
an SSA model without budget limits, ceteris paribus, a strategy that raises the competitor’s cost should be considered as
strictly preferable to one that does not [43]. This tactic drives the SNE continuum to converge at the UBNE [40,41].
GEAE and UBNE are formulated as follows.

⎧
vk
⎨ 

bGk = vk 1 − γkk−1 + bk+1 γkk−1
⎩
vk

k=1
1 < k ≤ K,
k>K

⎧
vk
⎨


bUk = vk−1 1 − γkk−1 + bk+1 γkk−1
⎩
vK

k=1
1<k≤K

(3)

k>K

Interestingly, GEAE is the lower bound of the SNE continuum while UBNE is the upper bound. Therefore, bGk and bUk
can serve as two benchmark bids for advertisers’ cooperative and competitive behavior, respectively. In turn, advertisers
are faced with the following dilemma: competitively increasing bids to bUk may lead to a price war that may result in the
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Table 1
The revenue matrix of strategy interactions.

φ (k )

CPRT
CMPT
NR

φ (−k )
CPRT

CMPT

NR

uGk
uGk
uGk

uUk
uUk +
[uUk +

uGk



[uGk (1 − δ t+1 ) + uUk δ t+1 + δ t , uGk (1 − δ t + δ t +1 ) + uUk δ t (1 − δ ) + δ t ]
uGk

+ δ t




 (1 − δt + δt − δt +1 ), uUk +  (1 − δt + δt+1 )]

worst UBNE outcome, while cooperatively decreasing bids to bGk may be impractical. The key idea behind our approach is to
develop novel contingent bidding strategies to help solve this dilemma.
We ﬁrst present the deﬁnitions of the benchmark strategies.
Deﬁnition 1 (The Cooperative Strategy, CPRT). The CPRT strategy prescribes cooperative bidding in each period regardless
of how other advertisers bid. Formally, btk = bGk for k = 1, . . . , N, t = 0, 1, . . ..
Deﬁnition 2 (The Competitive Strategy, CMPT). The CMPT strategy prescribes aggressive bidding in each period regardless
of how other advertisers bid. Formally, btk = bUk for k = 1, . . . , N, t = 0, 1, . . ..
CPRT and CMPT are unconditional strategies, as advertisers always submit the GEAE or UBNE bids without considering
their competitors’ decisions. On the contrary, advertisers using contingent strategies make decisions in each auction period
partially based on their competitors’ previous bids. There are inﬁnitely many contingent strategies. In our work, we focus
on a set of “nice and retaliatory” contingent strategies deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (The Nice and Retaliatory Strategy, NR). The “nice” part of the NR strategy prescribes cooperative bidding in
the initial period and no deviation from cooperation ﬁrst. The “retaliatory” part is concerned with each advertiser punishing
his/her rivals’ deviations with competitive bids in at least one period after deviation.
The NR strategies are a range of commonly-used strategies in various kinds of repeated games (e.g., the prisoner’s
dilemma), including grim trigger (GT) and tit-for-tat (TFT). The strategies differ in the severity level of retaliation: GT is
the most severe retaliatory NR strategy and retaliates with competitive bids in all remaining auction periods. The lightest
retaliation strategy (LNR for short) responds to deviations with only one competitive bid in a speciﬁc period of the remaining
auction periods.
4.2. Coevolutionary interactions
For simplicity, we assume that advertisers’ populations are mixed by CPRT, CMPT, and NR. Due to the non-cooperative
nature of SSA auction games, these populations coevolve with a host-parasite relationship. Host-parasite coevolution is a
typical kind of competitive coevolution in evolutionary biology that is often used to analyze constant-sum game-theoretic
interactions in strategic environments [15]. Similarly to the host-parasite competition, advertisers engaging in an SSA auction
compete with each other, and an increase in one advertiser’s revenue usually results in a decrease in some other advertisers’
revenues. During ﬁtness evaluation, each advertiser’s strategy individual and population are evaluated alternately. The strategy individual being evaluated is called a “host strategy” and the population as a “host population,” while all individuals
in other advertisers’ populations are called “parasite strategies.” Since all advertisers’ strategy populations are coevolving,
when evaluating the ﬁtness of a host strategy from an advertiser, one strategy individual from every other advertiser’s population will be selected as parasite strategies and matched against the host strategy to play the repeated SSA auction game.
The cumulative revenue earned by the host strategy in all possible host-parasite interactions is considered as its ﬁtness
measure.
The advertisers using the NR strategies will punish deviations from all competitors. For simplicity, assume we are currently assessing the advertiser in the kth highest slot. We can group other advertisers as one collective game player. We
∞ from
denote this kth advertiser as φ (k ) and all other advertisers as φ (−k ). The ﬁtness of an individual strategy sk = {stk }t=0
population Popk , when encountering strategies from other advertisers’ populations Pop−k , is thus deﬁned as the discounted
average of auction revenue in each period, where stk denotes the bid in auction period t.

f (sk , Pop−k ) = (1 − δ )

∞




δt uk stk , st−k

(4)

t=0

According to advertisers’ competitive preference in competitive SSA markets [40,41], assume that if an advertiser gets
equal revenue from the cooperative and competitive bidding behavior in an auction period, he/she will obtain an extra
inﬁnitely small revenue  > 0 if he/she bids competitively, since this can raise the competitor’s cost without scarifying
his/her own revenue.
Table 1 shows the ﬁtness of advertiser φ (k )’s strategies in all possible interactions, where uGk and uUk are φ (k )’s revenues in GEAE and UBNE, respectively, and t  is the period in which advertisers using the LNR strategy retaliate after their
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Table 2
Invasion matrix of strategy populations.
Invading strategy

CPRT
CMPT
NR

Incumbent strategy
CPRT

CMPT

NR

–
Strongly invade
Weakly invade

Cannot invade
–
Strongly invade

Weakly invade
Cannot invade
–

competitors’ deviations, t  ≥ t + 1. We can easily prove that uGk > uUk , and that no strictly dominant strategy exists in Table 1.
Consider a strategy interaction case, for example, where CMPT used by advertiser φ (k ) encounters CPRT used by other
advertisers φ (−k ), denoted as an encounter (CMPT, CPRT). This case can be treated as if φ (k ) initially uses the same CPRT
as φ (−k ), but turns to CMPT in period t ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. This treatment generalizes our analysis of strategy interactions.
Due to space limitations, we illustrate our analysis with an encounter (CMPT, NR). Obviously, advertisers using the CMPT
strategies will receive the minimum revenue when encountering the most severe NR strategy, i.e., the GT strategy. The
revenue is derived in three steps. First, the advertisers initially use GT and receive uGk in each of the ﬁrst t − 1 periods.
Second, these advertisers switch to CMPT in period t and receive revenue uGk +  . Third, these advertisers receive uUk +  in
each of the rest periods. Thus, the discounted minimum revenue will be uGk (1 − δt+1 ) + uUk δt+1 + δt . On the other hand,
the maximum revenue occurs when CMPT goes up against LNR. Similarly, advertisers initially use LNR and receive uGk in
each of the ﬁrst t − 1 periods. In period t, these advertisers switch to CMPT, and their competitors using LNR will punish
the deviations in at least one period t  > t. As such, these advertisers will receive uUk +  in period t  and uGk +  in the rest


period of auctions. Thus, the discounted maximum revenue is uGk (1 − δt + δt

 +1



) + uUk δt (1 − δ ) + δt .

4.3. Invasion dynamics analysis
Invasion dynamics analysis is a standard tool in EGT to analyze and optimize players’ strategies in games. The invasion
is typically implemented via mutations in strategy individuals. The growth rates of mutated strategies and the incumbent
strategy are governed by natural selection, through which the strategy individuals that lead to higher ﬁtness will ﬂourish
in the population at the expense of those that lead to lower ﬁtness. In the context of SSA auctions, if an advertiser’s strategy population can be invaded by other strategies, the invaded strategy can be considered as a dominated strategy and is
not expected to be used by advertisers. In this subsection, we analyze the invasion dynamics of the CPRT, CMPT and NR
strategies, aiming to identify the evolutionarily stable strategy that cannot be invaded by other strategies.
We use deterministic replicator dynamics to characterize the invasion dynamics of coevolving populations. Replicator
dynamics is an explicit model of ﬁtness proportionate selection and the most widespread dynamics in EGT. It can help
j
explain and predict how populations playing speciﬁc strategies evolve [32]. Formally, let εk be the proportion of an invading
j

strategy sk in population Popk , and the replicator dynamics equation is given as:



|S k |

 


ε = f skj , Pop−k −
εki f sik , Pop−k εkj

˙ kj

(5)

i=1

where j = 1, 2, . . . , |Sk | and Sk = {CP RT , CMP T , NR} is the strategy space.
In order to characterize the evolution of a speciﬁc strategy, we deﬁne the following three kinds of invasion dynamics. In
case that no further mutation occurs and under the inﬂuence of natural selection, if the population Popk in Eq. (5) stabilizes
at:
(1) εk = 0, then sk cannot invade Popk and will die out eventually;
j

j

(2) 0 < εk < 1, then sk will weakly invade Popk and form a polymorphic population;
j

(3)

εkj

= 1, then

j

j
sk

will strongly invade and take over Popk .

Table 2 is an invasion matrix of each pair of strategies. Due to space limitations, we omit the detailed deduction here.
Instead we illustrate below with the case of the incumbent NR strategy repelling invasions from other strategies. Other cases
can be analyzed in a similar fashion.
We validate the un-invadability of the NR strategies (the rightmost column in Table 2) with a non-sequential mutation
model. As shown in Fig. 2, we assume that all populations have stabilized at the NR strategy proﬁle during coevolution
and two groups of strategy individuals in Popk with proportions εk1 and εk2 simultaneously mutate to the CPRT and CMPT
strategies, respectively. The proportion of the remaining NR strategies is 1 − εk1 − εk2 . According to Eq. (5),7 the replicator
7

We replace “Po p−k ” by “NR” in Eqs. (6) and (7) as all other advertisers are using the NR strategies.
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Fig. 2. Coevolving populations with mutated strategies.

Fig. 3. The phase diagrams of the evolutionary dynamics.

dynamics of the invading strategies are:





ε˙ k1 = εk1 [ f (CPRT , NR) − εk1 f (CPRT , NR) + εk2 f (CMPT , NR) + 1 − εk1 − εk2 f (NR, NR)

(6)





ε˙ k2 = εk2 [ f (CMPT , NR) − εk1 f (CPRT , NR) + εk2 f (CMPT , NR) + 1 − εk1 − εk2 f (NR, NR)

(7)

According to Table 1, we have

f (CP RT , NR) = uGk , f (N R, N R) = uGk , and





f (CMP T , NR) = uGk 1 − δ t+1 + uUk δ t+1 + δ t , uGk 1 − δ t + δ t +1 + uUk δ t (1 − δ ) + δ t

(8)

So we get



ε˙ k1 = C1 εk1 εk2 and ε˙ k2 = −C1 εk2 1 − εk2
− uUk )C2 − δt
that ε˙ k2 < 0 and


δ t (1

(9)

where C1 =
and
− δ ) ≤ C2 ≤
Obviously, we have C1 > 0 as  is inﬁnitely small. On the one hand,
we can ﬁnd
εk2 → 0, which means that the CMPT strategies vanish over time and cannot invade the NR
populations. On the other hand, we can deduce from εk2 → 0 that ε˙ k1 → 0, so εk1 will increase and stabilize at a constant
rate and the CPRT strategies weakly invade the NR populations. The phase diagrams of Eq. (9) with randomly selected
parameters C1 = 0.5, εk1 = 0.2 and εk2 = 0.1 are shown in 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional planes in Fig. 3, which is derived
using MATLAB libraries.
The phase diagram shown in Fig. 3 depicts the state transition process after mutations. Each state is a triple (εk1 , εk2 , 1 −
εk1 − εk2 ). We can see that CMPT becomes extinct over time (εk2 → 0), while CPRT increases to a stable proportion (εk1 →
0.22). This veriﬁes NR’s un-invadability over CMPT and CPRT’s weak invadability over NR. The reason for CPRT’s weak invasion is that the evolutionary disadvantage of CMPT over NR reduces the average ﬁtness of the polymorphic population,
so that the ﬁtness of CPRT is temporarily higher than average. Thus, CPRT will spread before CMPT dies out. These results
indicate that advertisers strictly prefer the NR strategy over the CMPT strategy. Also, advertisers will be indifferent between
the NR and CPRT strategies if no one uses the CMPT strategy.

(uGk

δt+1 .

4.4. Evolutionary stability analysis
As is standard in EGT, an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) must be immune to weak and strong invasions from all
mutated strategies; however, none of the strategies listed in Table 2 has such property. Therefore, we resort to the neutral
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Fig. 4. An example of coevolutionary encoding and ﬁtness evaluation.

stable strategy (NSS), a slightly weaker solution concept than the ESS, to analyze the stability of bidding strategies [16].
Unlike ESSs, which can resist all weak and strong invasions, NSSs can only repel strong invasions from mutated strategies.
Below, we present the formal deﬁnition of NSS, adapted from the standard deﬁnition to meet the speciﬁc needs of the SSA
game.
Deﬁnition 4 (Neutral Stable Strategy, NSS). A strategy s∗k ∈ Sk is an NSS if for every other strategy sk ∈ Sk and sk = s∗k , there
exists a positive threshold 0 < ε̄ ≤ 1, such that the inequality

f s∗k , εk sk + (1 − εk )s∗k ≥ f sk , εk sk + (1 − εk )s∗k

(10)

holds for all εk ∈ (0, ε̄ ) and k = 1, 2, . . . , N.
The threshold ε̄ can be considered as the maximum sensitivity of an NSS population to invading strategies, as only
in cases where its proportion is larger than ε̄ can an invading strategy strongly invade an NSS population. In this sense,
strategy populations with higher ε̄ s are better protected from invasions and thus more stable and robust against deviations.
As such, ESS and NSS are typically considered as equilibrium strategies with local stability, in that small-scale invasions (not
exceeding ε̄ ) of mutants into the ESS or NSS strategy population should end up with extinction of invading strategies (for
ESS) or stable co-existence between NSS and invading strategies (for NSS).
We can derive three key conclusions from Deﬁnition 4 and the invasion dynamics in Table 2.
Conclusion 1: If only unconditional strategies are considered, CMPT strongly invades the CPRT population and repels all
invasions from CPRT. As such, an advertiser will always be better off using CMPT in competitive SSA markets. This validates
that the CMPT strategy and the resulting UBNE outcome are likely in the long run, driving up bid prices and causing bid
inﬂation [40,41].
Conclusion 2: If NR is considered, CMPT will be strongly invaded by NR, which is an NSS. Thus, no advertiser has an
incentive to use CMPT and increase his/her bid, since it is strongly dominated by NR. As a result, all advertisers will bid
cooperatively and no retaliation will be triggered because no CMPT will be used. Although CPRT can weakly invade the
NR strategy populations, there is no distinguishable difference in the bidding behavior between the NR and CPRT strategies
because advertisers will always bid cooperatively without retaliations. To summarize, if the NR strategies are considered,
competition will be suppressed and cooperation will emerge in SSA markets.
Conclusion 3: NR can promote stable cooperation among advertisers and increase their revenues in competitive SSA
markets.
5. Coevolutionary behavioral simulation of SSA auctions
In this section, we experimentally study advertisers’ bidding behavior in repeated SSA auctions using coevolutionary
simulation, aiming at studying the evolutionary dynamics discussed in our theoretical analyses, especially in more complex
SSA cases with incomplete information.
5.1. Coevolutionary simulation algorithm
Coevolutionary simulation is a powerful and effective tool for optimizing strategies in games by applying selection and
mutation processes iteratively to competing populations of strategies under the general framework of evolutionary algorithm, and evaluating the ﬁtness of each strategy based on its interactions with strategies in other populations [3,16]. In
our simulation, we employ the real-coding scheme to encode each advertiser’s strategy space, and each strategy individual
is represented as a sequence of real-valued bids in repeated SSA auctions. Instead of considering a mixture of all possible
strategies, we restrict the strategy space to CPRT, CMPT and NR for simplicity. Fig. 4 illustrates the encoding and ﬁtness
evaluation scheme with an example.
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As shown in Fig. 4, the coevolving strategy populations are encoded as an N × S dimensional matrix, and each advertiser
evolves a population mixed by S strategy individuals. The ﬁtness of a strategy individual is equal to its average revenue
obtained from a number of encounters with strategies from other competing populations. We denote such an encounter as
an N dimensional vector. Each strategy individual in an encounter is further encoded as a vector with P values. Each value is
an advertiser’s bid in a speciﬁc auction period with P denoting the number of simulated periods. The encounter vector can
thus be encoded as an N × P dimensional bid matrix. Because we focus on advertisers’ cooperative and competitive bidding
behavior, the possible values of each cell in the bid matrix can be either the minimum GEAE or the maximum UBNE bids.
We use ﬁtness proportionate selection and stochastic mutation operators to evolve individuals. More speciﬁcally, selection
is performed using the elitist tournament scheme, which ﬁrst copies the ﬁttest individuals in parent populations directly
to offspring populations, and then performs tournament selections repeatedly until offspring populations are generated.
Also, each individual will be stochastically replaced by other kinds of strategies at a certain mutation rate. Following this
simulation design, we have developed a coevolutionary simulation procedure for SSA auctions, shown below.
Algorithm: Coevolutionary simulation for SSA auctions.
Parameters initialization; Calculate the GEAE and UBNE bid vector;
Set generation T = 0;
For each advertiser i ∈ [1, N] do
Create an initial population Po pi with S individuals through uniform sampling in advertiser i’s strategy space.
End for
Repeat
//ﬁtness evaluation
For each population Po pi ∈ Pop do
//Host strategy
For each individual S j ∈ Po pi do
For Test = 1 to MaxTest do
// Generate MaxTest encounters
For each population Po pk ∈ Pop such that k = i do
//parasite strategy
Choose a representative strategy individual in Po pk
End for
Match the host strategy and parasite strategies and play the repeated SSA auction games
Calculate the revenue of the host strategy in the auctions.
End for
Fitness of the host strategy S j = discounted sum of revenues over MaxTest encounters.
End for
End for
For each population Po pi ∈ Pop do
Select individuals with the elitist tournament scheme based on the strategy ﬁtness
Apply the stochastic mutation on individuals with the probability mut
Produce the offspring population
End for
Set generation T = T + 1
Until (T > MaxGeneration)

5.2. Experimental setup and results
The experimental parameters include auction parameters and algorithmic parameters. The former deﬁnes the simulated
SSA scenarios, while the latter speciﬁes control variables of coevolutionary algorithms.
Without loss of generality, we normalized advertisers’ values and bids, as well as CTRs for all slots, to values ranging
from 0 to 1, and simulated an SSA auction scenario as shown in Table 3. The conclusions drawn from the simulation also
apply for SSA scenarios with other auction parameters. The algorithmic parameters listed below prove to be a good tradeoff
considering the computation time, genetic search precision and population diversity of coevolutionary simulations.
We have conducted three groups of experiments to investigate the coevolutionary dynamics of advertisers’ bidding strategies. The ﬁrst group simulates competitive SSA markets with advertisers using only unconditional bidding strategies. The
second group incorporates the GT, TFT and LNR strategies and simulates the coevolution of CPRT and CMPT with each of
these NR strategies separately. The third group simulates an SSA scenario with incomplete information.

Table 3
Experimental parameters of coevolutionary simulations.
Auction parameters

Algorithmic parameters

Parameters

Values

Parameters

Values

# of Advertisers
# of Slots
Auction Periods
Discount Factor
Value vector
CTR vector

10
5
50
0.98
[0.744, 0.693, 0.437, 0.417, 0.368, 0.307, 0.177, 0.154, 0.149, 0.066]
[0.708, 0.546, 0.498, 0.424, 0.333]

Population Size
Max Generation
MaxTest
Mutation Rate

20
500
20
0.02
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Fig. 5. Experiment results with coevolving CPRT and CMPT strategies.

Fig. 6. Experiment results with coevolving CPRT, CMPT and NR strategies.

5.2.1. Experimental ﬁndings without the NR strategies
We restrict advertisers’ strategy space to the CPRT and CMPT strategies, so that advertisers can either cooperate or compete unconditionally in SSA auctions. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
We can see from Fig. 5(a) that the aggregated proportions of the CMPT and CPRT strategies converge quickly from the
original (0.5,0.5) to (1,0), respectively, and the convergence exhibits high robustness and stability to derivations. This conﬁrms our Conclusion 1 that in competitive SSA markets where advertisers either unconditionally cooperate or compete, the
CMPT strategy will strongly invade and thus outperform the CPRT strategy in advertisers’ populations. Moreover, as shown
in Fig. 5(b), we observe that each advertiser obtains the averaged discounted sum of the UBNE revenue over 50 periods
of repeated auctions in this case, which is about 0.64 times the UBNE outcome. The SSA markets will evolve to the best
outcome for search engine companies and the worst one for competing advertisers.
5.2.2. Experimental ﬁndings with the NR strategies
In this section, we sequentially add the GT, TFT and LNR strategies into advertisers’ populations, and run the coevolutionary algorithm separately to investigate the inﬂuence of each kind of these NR strategies on the evolutionary dynamics
of advertisers’ populations. In order to examine the neutral evolutionary stability of the NR strategies, we create a polymorphic population with a majority of each kind of these NR strategies in addition to a small number of the invading CMPT
and CPRT strategies with proportions of 10% and 20%, respectively.8 The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6.

8
As deﬁned in the EGT literature, an ESS is a strategy such that, if most of the members of a population adopt it, there is no “mutant” strategy that
would provide higher reproductive ﬁtness. The NSS concept used in our work also possesses this property. As such, we always initialize our simulation
with a dominant population of advertisers using the NR strategies. The maximum proportion of invading strategies can be theoretically determined as
ε̄ = argmax f [s∗k , εk sk + (1 − εk )s∗k ]≥ f [sk , εk sk + (1 − εk )s∗k].
0<εk ≤1
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Fig. 7. Comparison of bids and revenues.

As predicted by our Conclusion 2, the CMPT strategies become extinct in the beginning of coevolution in each of the
three runs, as is shown in Fig. 6(a, b and c).9 The convergence of the CPRT and NR strategies is not as stable as that of
CMPT because that they can weakly invade each other. These results verify the neutral evolutionary stability of these NR
strategies. Further, as a complement to theoretical analysis, we experimentally observe that the NR strategies with more
severe retaliation (e.g., the GT strategy) are more capable of repelling weak invasions from the CPRT strategies.
It is worth noting that in mixed populations with the CPRT and NR strategies, cooperative bidding behavior will emerge
and is thus expected to be consistently observed in competitive SSA markets. As shown in Fig. 6(d), advertisers can bid
reciprocally according to the lowest-price equilibrium (GEAE) and obtain the socially optimal VCG revenue, and the SSA
markets will evolve to a best outcome for competing advertisers.
5.2.3. Comparison of bids and revenues
We now compare advertisers’ bids and revenues in SSA markets with or without the NR strategies. We can see from
simulation results that advertisers’ bids converge to UBNE in cases when NR is not used and otherwise converge to GEAE.
Fig. 7 shows that UBNE bids are higher than GEAE bids in all slots except for the top one. Also, advertisers receive more
revenues from GEAE than from UBNE. This indicates that the NR strategies can decrease advertisers’ bids and improve their
revenues.
5.2.4. Experimental simulation for SSA auctions with incomplete information
In this section, we investigate the evolutionary dynamics of bidding strategies in SSA auctions where advertisers have
incomplete information of the private values of their competitors and CTRs of all slots. Although advertisers cannot calculate
the GEAE and UBNE bids in this case and thus cannot use the NR strategies directly, they can follow the “spirit” of the NR
strategies. That is, advertisers can decrease their bids cooperatively by a small amount in each period of the repeated SSA
auctions, and punish their competitors’ deviation by increasing their bids by a small amount in one or all of the remaining
auction periods. Using this gradual adjustment strategy, which we call the NR-I strategy, an advertiser must only keep
monitoring rivals’ bids to detect whether they increase or decrease, and thus decide whether to retaliate. This NR-I strategy
can be easily implemented in real-world SSA platforms, since an advertiser can easily monitor his/her rivals’ bids through
changing his/her own bids and submitting dummy search requests to test the rank changes. Note that in SSA platforms
with quality scores, we can assume that the advertisers’ quality scores do not change over a short period of time when
experimentation takes place, and thus the rank changes can directly reﬂect the directions of the rivals’ bid adjustments.
We examine the evolutionary stability of the NR-I strategies using a simulation framework very similar to that described
in Section 5.1. The major difference lies in the encoding mechanism of the bid matrix in strategy encounters. As can be seen
in Fig. 8, the ﬁrst period bids {. . . , bu1 , . . . , bv1 , . . . , bw1 , . . .} are set to be an arbitrary SNE without loss of generality. Also,
we set ui < u j , vi < v j , wi < w j , bu1 > uP , bv1 + vP < 1, and bw1 + wP < 1, where i < j. As a result, advertisers using
the unconditional CMPT and CPRT strategies keep increasing or decreasing their bids by a small amount, while advertisers
using the NR-I strategies (e.g., the GT strategies) ﬁrst decrease their bids and then retaliate by increasing their bids by a
small amount.
The experiment results are shown in Fig. 9. We can see that once the GT strategies are adopted by a majority of individuals (the initial proportion is 80%), no other strategy can strongly invade them. In the meanwhile, the GT strategies can
co-exist with the CPRT strategies. This validates that the NR-I strategies also possess neutral evolutionary stability and thus
can promote stable cooperation among advertisers in SSA auctions with incomplete information.

9
Note that in SSA practice, advertisers may be irrational and deviate to follow the CMPT strategy, aiming at maximizing their rivals’ payments. The
deviation, as well as the rivals’ retaliation, may result in a phase of ascending bid adjustments (bid inﬂation). When the bids stabilize at the undesirable
UBNE equilibrium, advertisers may switch back to cooperation and the GEAE equilibrium, resulting in a phase of descending bid adjustments. This process
can be repeated and form bid cycles with price-escalating phases interrupted by price-collapsing phases, which is empirically observed by Zhang and Feng
[43] using a different analytical framework from our work. Our key insight as to the bid cycles is that rational advertisers should not compete and increase
the bids using the CMPT strategy, but cooperate using the NR strategies to reach the socially optimal outcome and also alleviate bid inﬂation.
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Fig. 8. Coevolutionary encoding in SSA auctions with incomplete information.

Fig. 9. Coevolution of the CPRT, CMPT and GT strategies with incomplete information.

6. Conclusions
This paper makes several theoretical contributions to the behavioral analysis and simulation of SSA auctions. First, we
are the ﬁrst to apply EGT and coevolutionary simulation in analyzing advertisers’ bidding behavior in repeated SSA auctions.
These approaches can help explicitly model, analyze and simulate the dynamic properties of advertisers’ bidding behavior
as strategic interactions, evolutionary dynamics and stability. Our work expands the scope of current SSA research, which
has focused primarily on the equilibrium bidding strategies in one-shot auctions. Second, our research contributes to the
literature by explicitly modeling the inﬂuence and interaction between different bidding strategies in SSA auctions, which
has rarely been considered in extant work. In particular, we investigate the evolutionary dynamics and stability of contingent bidding strategies in SSA auctions. Our analyses show that the NR strategies can promote stable cooperation among
competing advertisers and thus shed new light on the “emergence of cooperation” theory in the more complex SSA cases
than the intensively discussed prisoner’s dilemma games.
Our research ﬁndings have managerial implications for advertisers and third-party bidding agencies with regard to guiding their bidding behavior in competitive SSA markets. First, we ﬁnd that unconditionally competitive and cooperative bidding behavior may lead to the worst UBNE outcome via bid inﬂation. As such, in order to avoid the UBNE outcome, advertisers should switch to contingent strategies and are encouraged to keep monitoring their rivals’ bids and change their
own strategies accordingly. Advertisers should also pay more attention to strategic interactions in repeated SSA auctions,
and seek to inﬂuence other advertisers’ strategies through their bidding behavior or possibly online/oﬄine pre-auction communications. It is worth noting that pre-auction communications among advertisers can effectively promote the usage of a
speciﬁc kind of NR strategy. This kind of communication, also referred to as cheap talk in game theory literature [25,38], is
implementable in SSA markets since advertisers can precisely identify their opponents by website URLs in the sponsored list
and the communication process is typically costless. Meanwhile, a substantial literature in EGT has proved that if players
can communicate with each other before playing the repeated games, then the evolutionary force will lead players to a
Pareto eﬃcient equilibrium [2,20,30], as the socially optimal GEAE equilibrium in our work.
Second, we prove that a set of contingent NR strategies possess the neutral evolutionary stability, which can help form
stable cooperation among computing advertisers. Using these strategies, advertisers can reciprocally decrease their bids to
the GEAE and obtain the socially optimal VCG revenue. As such, the NR strategies have the potential of improving the overall stability and proﬁtability (for advertisers in the short term, and for Web search engine companies and the entire SSA
ecosystem in the long run) of SSA markets. We also experimentally observe that the NR strategies with more severe punishments have stronger stability. At the same time, we note that such NR strategies could lead to undesirable outcomes due to
the severe punishments incurred by the advertisers’ (potential) accidental deviations. As such, advertisers should select their
proper retaliatory severities in terms of the perceived market situations and coordinate with their rivals regarding severity
through online/oﬄine pre-auction communications. For example, intuitively, advertisers can submit cooperative bids with
more severe retaliation on the popular keywords with good sale potential and less retaliation on those long-tail keywords.
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Third, the advertisers using the NR strategies will decrease their bids to the lowest-price GEAE equilibrium (or GEAE
equivalently) in the SNE continuum. This can help decrease the average keyword bid prices in SSA markets.
Other potential explanations for bid inﬂation besides competition among advertisers also exist. For instance, the increasing demands and entrance of big-brand advertisers can be considered as two alternative explanations for bid inﬂation. On
the one hand, SSA markets have witnessed increasing demand from Web advertisers in recent years. That increased demand leads to higher prices has been observed in online auction markets [37] and is very likely true in SSA markets as
well. One straightforward observation is that popular keywords typically cost much more. We note that excessive demand
typically does not directly inﬂuence advertisers’ bidding behavior in the NE continuum. In our work, we assume that in an
NE, advertisers with competitive preferences are also motivated to increase their bids so as to exhaust the budget of their
competitors, which drives the bid prices from the minimum GEAE to the maximum UBNE outcome. On the other hand, an
increasing number of big-brand advertisers with deep pockets have been seen to enter the SSA markets. Usually they have
enormous budgets and higher per-click values, and always aggressively bid more than is economically justiﬁable for top
slots to increase their brand awareness. As can be seen from Eq. (3), the increasing number of such advertisers with higher
per-click values can help drive up both the GEAE and the UBNE bids of popular keywords in competitive SSA markets.
One limitation of our work is that our analyses and conclusions are based on the assumption that advertisers are rational and will always seek to maximize their own revenue ﬁrst before maximizing their competitors’ payments in case
of equal revenues. This kind of rationality can be viewed as “game-theoretic” rationality. Advertisers are heterogeneous in
their marketing objectives, however, and several kinds of bidding behavior that cannot be regarded as “game-theoretically
rational” have been observed in SSA practice. For instance, as we discussed above, some big-brand advertisers such as Amazon may seek to maximize their brand awareness, instead of revenue, by aggressively bidding more than is economically
justiﬁable to occupy the top advertisement slots. Also, some advertisers may seek to maximize their competitors’ payments
ﬁrst via such bidding strategies as bid jamming or vindictive bidding. Therefore, our assumption, analyses and the resulting
conclusions do not hold for these “irrational” advertisers. In our future work, we plan to explicitly encode these “irrational”
bidding strategies into our strategy populations, and study the evolutionary dynamics and stability of SSA auctions with
mixed strategy populations from both “rational” and “irrational” advertisers using coevolutionary simulation.
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Table A.1
Glossary of symbols.
Acronym
Bidding
strategies

Technical term
ESS

Evolutionary Stable Strategy

NSS

Neutral Stable Strategy

CPRT

Cooperative Strategy

CMPT

Competitive Strategy

NR

Nice and Retaliatory

GT

Grim Trigger

TFT

Tit For Tat

LNR

Lightest Nice and Retaliatory

NR-I

Incremental Nice and Retaliatory

Description
A strategy that, if adopted by a population of players in a given environment,
cannot be invaded by any mutant strategy that is initially rare.
A weaker evolutionary stability criterion than ESS. An NSS can only repel
strong invasions from mutant strategies.
Advertisers using the CPRT strategy always bid cooperatively in each auction
period, no matter what other advertisers bid.
Advertisers using the CMPT strategy always bid aggressively in each auction
period, no matter what other advertisers bid.
Advertisers using the NR strategy bid cooperatively in the initial period and
never deviate from cooperation at ﬁrst, but punish other advertisers’
deviation with competitive bids in at least one period after deviation.
The most severe retaliatory NR strategy. Advertisers using the GT strategy
retaliate with competitive bids in all the remaining auction periods.
Advertisers using the TFT strategy ﬁrst bid cooperatively, and then replicate
their opponents’ previous actions in each period of the remaining auctions.
The lightest retaliatory NR strategy. Advertisers using the LNR strategies
respond to other advertisers’ deviations with only one competitive bid in a
speciﬁc period of the remaining auctions.
Advertisers using the NR-I strategy ﬁrst cooperatively decrease their bids by a
small amount, then punish the competitors’ deviations by increasing bids by
a small amount in one or all of the remaining auction periods.
(continued on next page)
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Table A.1 (continued)
Acronym
Equilibrium
solutions

Background

Technical term

Description

NE

Nash Equilibrium

LEFE

Locally Envy-Free Equilibrium

SNE
GEAE
UBNE

Symmetric Nash Equilibrium
Generalized English Auction
Equilibrium
Upper-Bound Nash Equilibrium

SSA

Sponsored Search Advertising

CTR
GSP

Click-Through Rate
Generalized Second Price

VCG

Vickrey-Clarke-Groves

EGT

Evolutionary Game Theory

The most general solution concept of a non-cooperative game. In an NE of SSA
auction, no advertiser has an incentive to unilaterally change his/her bid.
An eﬃcient subset of the NE continuum of SSA auctions. It is “eﬃcient” in that
advertisers with higher per-click values will be assigned to higher
advertisement slots. It is “locally envy-free” in that each advertiser cannot
improve his/her payoff by exchanging bids with the advertiser ranked one
position above him/her [12].
An equivalent equilibrium solution concept to LEFE [35].
An equilibrium point located in the lower bound of the SNE continuum
[12,35], corresponding to cooperative benchmark strategies in this paper.
An equilibrium point located in the upper bound of the SNE continuum
[40,41], corresponding to competitive benchmark strategies in this paper.
A prevalent business model and the substantial revenue source for major
search engine companies. SSA allows advertisers to bid for their keyword
speciﬁc advertisements to appear alongside the organic search results.
The number of advertisement clicks divided by the number of impressions
An auction mechanism predominantly used by major search engines.
Advertisers submitting the higher bids (or quality-score-weighted bids) will
be allocated to the higher slots, and each advertiser pays the bids of the
next highest advertiser.
An auction mechanism with appealing properties but not practically used by
search engines. Advertisers are ranked by bids and charged the harm they
cause to other advertisers. Advertisers will truthfully report their valuations
for the slots in VCG auctions.
Originating in the study of biological evolution, EGT extends classical game
theory with a dynamic framework for analyzing the long-term trend and
stable states of repeated interactions.

Table A.2
Notations and variables description.
N
K
xk

vk
bk
uk

δ

t

Number of advertisers in an SSA auction
Number of slots. k = 1, 2, . . . , K is the index of slots
CTR of the kth highest slot. Let γkt = xt /xk
Per-click value of the advertiser in the kth highest slot
Bid submitted by the advertiser in the kth highest slot
Revenue of the advertiser in the kth highest slot
Discount factor of revenue in repeated SSA auctions
Period of repeated SSA auctions, and t = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Po pk

SNE
φ (k )
φ (−k )
sk


εkj
P

Strategy population of the advertiser in the kth highest slot
The SNE continuum of SSA auctions
The identity of the advertiser in the kth highest slot.
All advertisers except for φ (k )
An individual strategy in Sk that is φ (k )’s strategy space
An extra small revenue if advertisers bid competitively
Proportion of the jth invading strategy in Po pk
Number of simulated periods in repeated SSA auctions
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